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HAWAIIAN MODERN ARCHITECTURE ON THE WORLDí S NEWEST LAND MASS
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THIS PAGE (bottom): This image was taken by Marshall Goodsill on
what looks to have been an idyllic Valentineí s Day weekend in 1968.
The Goodsills were close friends of the Ossipoffs and one of Vladimir's
most famous residential projects was the home he designed for them in
Honolulu. OPPOSITE PAGE: Ossipoff was known for quirky, functional
custom details in his homes.

FORTY MILLION YEARS AGO IN THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN AT THE EDGE OF THE PACIFIC PLATE,
volcanic magma pushed 132 islands out of the ocean floor. These make up
the Hawaiian archipelago which extends from the Big Island to the Midway
Atoll some 1,400 miles away. The basalt formations that breached the oceaní s
surface became the eight major islands that we know as Hawaii. Towards
the northern edge of the Hawaiian Islands lies Oahu, previously believed
to be formed by two volcanoes, Waianae and Koolau, but now known to be
made of up three. The third, Kaena, was discovered in 2014 after subma≠
rine pillow lava was found between Oahu and Kauai; a lava that only forms
underwater. Waianae and Koolau are both estimated to be close to three
million years old and their shields ó named for their low profile and size
which resemble a laid down shield ó come to form the island of Oahu:
Waianae accounts for the western side and Koolau the eastern. Along the
Waianae ridge, urban development spreads from Honolulu outward toward
the reticulated hills and valleys between Waianae and Koolau, stroking the
Islandí s edge. Some of the islandí s greatest landmarks were born of these
volcanoes, tuff rings and calderas; remnants of later volcanic stages and
erosion coupled with the growing acreage of lava flows.
At the southern fault of the Waianae ridge, a winding set of hills climb
toward Palehua. Along this ridge, some of Oahuí s greatest cultural heritage
sites remain. Palehua has been recognized as a site of pre≠ western contact
in Hawaii. A set of outcrops and rock alignments mark the constellation of
Pleiades, which rises above the horizon during sunsets from late October
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CLOCKWISE: Stepping through the gate is like being
transported to 1950's Japan. Inside the second cabin.
Vintage photo taken by Marshall Goodsill.

through November. This marked the beginning of the Makahiki festival,
a time to celebrate the yearí s harvest before the high seas and rains came,
to withdraw from war, and to give thanks to Lono, the male god of rain
and fecundity. The word Pa≠ lehua takes up ì Paî ó an enclosure ó and
ì lehuaî ó thought to be derived from the native Hawaiian tree, the Ohia
Lehua. This thirsty tree bears a verdant flower, named after the Hawaiian
god Peleí s forlorn love of a warrior named Ohia. Toward the top of the
ridge, there stands another grouping of manmade structures ó separated
not only by distance, but by some hundreds of years ó two cabins which
were designed by the famed architect, Vladimir Ossipoff.
Following a serpentine vein of private pavement that passes through
mountain gates and curves, you come to a set of cabins perched 2,500
feet up on the edge of a cliff. Those cabins, referred to as ì the Palehua
house,î were built by Ossipoff in the early 1950s. Ossipoff, a household
name in Hawaii, has not garnered the international acclaim of some of his
contemporaries, like Frank Lloyd Wright or Paul Rudolph. But in Hawaii,
he is the patron saint of architecture, known for some 1,000 residential
and public projects ó Honoluluí s airport and the IBM building, among
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travel were the tenets of the family, but Ossipoff was no slouch. Indeed,
if an excess of 1,000 projects didní t tip you off, he was known to be an
extremely disciplined draftsman and designer. Alexandra explained, ì He
had a very heavy hand,î as he was involved in the A to Z of every project,
ì big time.î And while he coveted his own draftsmen, he sent countless
young designers on to burgeoning careers; a man of principle with a
heart beyond measure.

OSSIPOFF WAS BORN IN VLADIVOSTOK, RUSSIA IN 1907. HOWEVER, HE GREW UP IN JAPANó
where his father served as the military attachÈ to Russia ó until he moved
to Berkeley, California in 1923. He completed high school and attended
college at the University of California. Soon after, he made his way to
the Islands. He persuaded his wife≠ to≠ be, Raelyn Ossipoff, whom he met
in Berkeley, to join him.
Ossipoff arrived in 1931 on Oahu and worked under a number of firms
before setting out on his own. Two daughters followed; Alexandra in
1937, and Valerie in 1940. Barely a year later, Pearl Harbor was attacked.
Ossipoff sent his wife and daughters back to the Mainland. Alexandra and
Valerie stayed with friends and family members between San Francisco
and Los Angeles for three years, only seeing their mother once in that
time, and their father not at all. Alexandra tells me, ì It was horrible. We
were shuttled all over the place.î Eventually, the family made its way back
to Oahu aboard a convoy of Navy hospital ships.
With a long distance between Hawaii and the nearest architectural
center, Ossipoff í s work cultivated a more regional following than those
practicing in Western Europe or the US mainland. He even turned down
offers to work abroad as it would take him away from his home and,
more importantly, his family, but he also deeply cared for the landscape
of Hawaii. Regardless of the titles and monographs bearing his name,
his work speaks for itself in sheer volume. He died in 1998, practicing
until the very end, boasting a sixty≠ year career youí d be hard pressed to
compare to any other twentieth century architect.
The family lived in Lanakai, north of Honolulu, long enough for Al≠
exandra to begin speaking pidgin ó a regional dialect of Hawaii ó then
moved to Diamond Head, east of Honolulu. Alexandra describes to me
the pig farms and earthen roads of the once undeveloped area. She also
recalls a police stakeout in her bedroom as they surveyed a purported
cockfighting gambit down the hill; a far cry from the bric≠ a≠ brac neigh≠
borhood spilling down the volcanic tuff cone today.
Vladimir and Raelyn Ossipoff were gourmands. Keira ó Alexandraí s
daughter ó says her grandparents really knew how to live. Wine, food and

JAMES CAMPBELL ó

A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIALIST OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY BASED IN

ì THERE WAS
ONE COUCH, ONE CHAIR,
A FIREPLACE,
AND ONE JAPANESE
LANTERN FLOATING ABOVE.
WATER WAS AT A PREMIUM, COLLECTED
FROM THE ROOF
AND GUTTERS INTO A CISTERN

Hawaii ó had consolidated an enormous amount of land in the islands
through agricultural means, specifically, sugar. He established a trust for
his heirs, The Campbell Estate, which remained extant for one hundred
years and accrued a huge amount of land owned in the Islands. In the 1950s,
Ossipoff cut a deal to lease a property along the ridge of Palehua through
the Campbell Estate. While some of the sites up toward Palehua have
been carbon≠ dated to the 1500s, the neighboring cabins peppered along
the ridge date back to the late 1800s; most likely the homes of ranchers
working the former sugar, pineapple and cattle lands along the base of the
Waianae. Today, a ranch fence stands and separates the lower basin from
the upper reaches at about 1,500 feet. Later, the existing infrastructure
was taken up as military outposts during the war and still bares residual
traces; radio towers, antennas and artillery outcrops.
Ossipoff leased the land and set in on building his familyí s retreat, the
ì Palehua house.î He and his most trusted craftsmen drove up the timber
to the cliff í s edge and erected a Japanese≠ style two≠ room cabin mere
inches from the dramatic drop. The home was simple. As the current
steward of the land told me, thereí s nothing ornate about it.
The first cabin looked toward the western side of Oahu. It was forty≠ five
minutes from any type of store and unlike anything else Alexandra or
Valerie had ever seen on the island; indeed, even to this day, many claim
that upon arriving they felt as though they have left the Island entirely.
The flora is wholly different from that of the coastal edge, due in part to
years of active cattle ranching and deforestation. Native sandalwood trees
once covered the Island ó the ì sandalwood mountain,î as it was called
ó but massive swaths were cut down for export. In the early twentieth
century, men were sent up to replenish the area, but they planted an
Australian forest made up of eucalyptus trees and other invasive species,
punctuated by pockets of native growth.
The first cabin that Ossipoff built was finished in months with only
a few men to stand the timbers, along with the girls. One side was for
Vladimir and Raelyn, the other for Alexandra and Valerie. Soon after
its construction, the Ossipoffs would invite friends up to the property.
The one cabin became too small to entertain more than core family, so
Ossipoff set about constructing a second in the sixties.
Jane Goodsill, a dear friend of the Ossipoff family who grew up in an
Ossipoff home in Honolulu and often visited the Palehua house, says,
ì It was not a house that would easily accommodate visitors. It was built
for Lyn and Val as a retreat.î She remembers everything was low to the
ground. Nothing finished, polished, or fancy in any way. There was one
couch, one chair, a fireplace, and one Japanese lantern floating above.
Water was at a premium, collected from the roof and gutters into a cistern
that provided for brief showers. And, in line with its Japanese ethos, the
home had one place for everything you needed and no more, a kind of
ruthless pragmatism that all of Ossipoff í s work possesses. And, while he
designed countless homes across Hawaii, this small cabin seemed to be
the culmination of all that he was trying to achieve. His homes were spare
and simple, exacting in their use of sunlight and refreshing trade winds
which spilled over the Islands. Of his style, Keira says, ì Ití s honest.î He
had an immense respect for the integrity of materials. She notes, ì Wood
does what wood does.î
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Goodsill lists off countless happy moments along the Waianae when
her family and the Ossipoffs would visit the cabin, a sweet resonance in
her voice. She remembers her family of six comfortably sleeping in the
guesthouse, following calm nights of telling stories while eating outside.
The Goodsill family would pack their blue Buick convertible and make
the trek out of Honolulu, the car overheating as it chugged uphill toward
Palehua. Goodsill noted how far away Palehua seemed then. She explained
how distance on the island is unlike distance on the mainland, and while
it might have been less than an hour in the car, ì It was a long, long way
from Honolulu.î
The main cabiní s shoji doors gave way to open air, only a narrow path
separating the deck from the drop that shorn Palehua from the world
below. Alexandra says of those early days, ì I remember not being thrilled
to be there during high school, and I remember when my mother was
first looking out over the sunset in tears. I couldní t understand why.î
She looks back now and says she could and would live there full time.
Alexandra recounts to me memories of her daughter, Keira, running
around the place at two years old, and she also remembers her high school
boyfriend being put to work when visiting, sent over the sheer cliff ó a
rope tied around his waist ó to prune a tree. She explains, ì There was
no radio. There was no telephone. There was nothing there.î She pauses
and adds, ì You really were away.î

IN THE SEVENTIES, RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES CREEPED UP THE MOUNTAINSIDE, EDGING TOWARDS
the ridge. With the development, the calm of Palehua receded a bit.
More than a few times, the family arrived to find their home disturbed by
hikers. What began as a retreat ultimately became work for Raelyn and
Vladimir. The Ossipoffs ended their lease with Campbell in the mid≠ sev≠
enties, although the Estate continued to rent the cabins to tenants. In
January 2007, the Campbell Estateí s private land trust dissolved due to
a Hawaiian estate law in which the estate could only remain privately
held until the death of the last granddaughter. At that point, the heirs
of Campbell collected their equity and holdings and the land went up
for sale under the newly formed James Campbell Company LLC. The
fortune was dispersed ó as the 106≠ year≠ old land trust terminated ó to

six immediate heirs and fifteen other relatives. The estate was worth $2.3
billion. Beneficiaries received sums of over $100 million, marking the largest
transfer of wealth in Hawaiian history.
At this point, nearly the entire southwest district of Oahu had been
consolidated under the Campbell moniker. The Campbell company began
selling off parcels of former conservation and agricultural lands and retained
ownership of many residential, commercial properties. Then in 2009, a joint
venture was hatched to buy back the land from Campbell and preserve it.
This joint venture included the prominent Gill family and Edmund C. Olson,
a longtime landowner and conservationist in Hawaii. The members of the
Gill family are also prominent conservationists on the island, and several
family members have served in positions throughout the public sector. In
September of that year, the deal closed for nearly 7,500 acres of land, 3,500
of which were returned to the state of Hawaii in the [Continued on pg. 101]

THAT PROVIDED FOR
BRIEF SHOWERS. AND, IN LINE
WITH ITS JAPANESE ETHOS,
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them. The islands are strewn with his work, determined by their envi≠
ronment and climate; the Hawaiian lanai style.

COUNTER CLOCKWISE: Rough≠ cut trees were used as
structural supports, highlighting Ossipoffí s practice of
sourcing materials from project sites. A view from
the cabins looking out over the Nanakuli Forest Reserve.
Vintage photo taken by Marshall Goodsill.
Vladimir Ossipoff photo by Marshall Goodsill.

Trust for Public Lands, the remainder purchased by the Gill and Olson
joint venture. Gary Gill, the acting Director of the Hawaii Department of
Health, now works to preserve Palehua and the Ossipoff cabins. His familyí s
company has tirelessly worked to protect the ecosystem of Palehua and to
preserve the historical resources up along the Waianae.
Gillí s father had been instrumental in enacting the policies which con≠
tinue to protect such areas from the spawning developments of the sixties,
and why he feels compelled to work as a steward of Palehua. Apart from its
historical significance, Gill wants to keep places like this wild, noting that,
ì on the island of Oahu, wild places are small by continental standards, but
felt all that much more acutely by our residents.î He believes Palehua to
be a cultural anchor for Oahu and its rich history, a beacon for the cultural
practices of Hawaii to live on. These days, Gill occasionally leads groups
of young conservationists up along the ridge sometimes past the Ossipoff
cabins, and he tells me that he quietly walks along the narrow edge, stops,
and then just waits, because as he says, ì the word is always, wow.î

